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Opera Workshop Tries
New Idea in Program
’The Opera Workshop’s firs t
true’
tenture from the ’tried and
for presentation to6 scheduled
aright 8:15 p.m.. in Concert hall,"
Dr. Edwin C. Dun.
sad director
professor of music.
tint, assistant
Anew English version of Bach’s
’Coffee Cuntata," originally not
intended as an opera, and "A
Game of Chance," by contemporary composer Seymour Barab,
011 he performed nightly through

James MacDonald in narrative
recitative. It concerns the habit
of the lovely young Lisa (Yvonne
Tomasena or Diane Sutton) of
drinking "that wicked potion"
coffee.
"A Game of Chance," staged by
Dr. Dunning, is a new one act
comic opera allegory satirizing various feminine frailties.
KNITTING LIFE AWAY
Represented as The Three Knitters, "each with her own peculiar
dream
knitting her life away"
are Sylvia Berkman. Marcie Robb,
Brooke Shebley and .Marysue Wilson (alternate).
Fulfilling the Knitters’ desiat
while appearing in various guises.
is the Representative, portrayed
by J. D. Nichols or Fred Scott.
SET, COSTUME DESIGNER
Sets and costumes were designed
by Ralph Fetterly and Diane Hunt.
Accompanists for "Coffee Cantata" are Joe Borresen, harpsichord; Ellen Gregory and Anne
Arant, flute; William Galbraith,
Vernon Brown and Martin Smith,
violin; Louis Pulls, viola; Stephen
Gebhard, cello and Richard Ma,
string bass.
Pianist Marilyn Beebe will accompany the cast in "A Game
af Chance."
-

Saturday.
RESERVED SEATS
Reserved seats are available at
the Concert hall box office daily,
except Saturday, from I to 5 p.m.
General admission is $1 and students 50 cents.
Robert Madsen, instructor in
music, will stage Dr. Dunning’s
version of "Coffee Cantata," a
satire on the puritanical resistance of the invasion of coffee into
Europe.
COFFEE
*WICKED POTION’
The story is introduced by tenor

SPUR Not
To Endorse
A.S. Candidate Education

SPUR. the first officially re,,,
nitwit campus political party
’StS which has endorsed the last
two ASH presidents, announced
yesterday that they will not toss
a candidate’s hat into the ring for
the forthcoming spring ASH elec.
tans
An announcement handed out by
the SPUR executive council, said
they will net endorse candidates
this year because of an effort to
-re-evaluate the role of political
parties en campus."
According to Ted Ifeckathorn.
SPUR spokesman, a "baseball"
committee has been established to
determine if it is feasible to run
a slate of officers in the elections.
The committee is expected to
Me up with an evaluation by the
fall semester, he said.
"One of the primary motives
in the past has been to run reliansible candidates for executive
offices anal Student Council,"
Heckathorn said,
The question now, Heckathorn
added, is whether sponsoring candidates benefits the student body
at large. SPVIt’s primary concern.
he continueat. is not winning elections. hut better government.
Ileckathorn said a major determining factor in SPITR’s decision
x’as that there is the problem
tar candidates and their respxonsiWit ies 10 the party platform.
"Ibas- much the candidate is
iiiiliztited lay the platform and how
much the candidate owes to the
party after election, is just one
area to lae re-evaluated," Neckstharn said.
SPIT, now has six represents’ "CS on Student Council and four
executive officers including the
Asti president, vice president,
ex‘tutiv(. secretary and treasurer.
Brent 1)W:it:, past ASH executne secretary and now campaign
hairman for Sparta Party, said
tC
is sorry to see that SPUR will
not he endorsing a candidate this
1sar.
,"I thought it would be a heath thiniz to have
two active and
‘Irony campus political Parties
p.art in the spring election,"

Sparta Party Ends
Membership Drive
last day of it tnemhra
being conducted by
Sparta prarty, eammis politiCIII
areording to
Barbara
lochell, publicity chairman. A
taxa WI It
by open in front of
15
cafeteria from 930 a.m. to
’fa this afternoon.
Eligible candidates for ASH offilet interested in
running on the
Italia party ticket
are urged to
%ftlact Bob Ginn, chairman.
The next meeting
of Sparta
%ma will lx tonight in C11149
at a

Board Has
Refused to Lift Ban
SACRAMENTO
PI)
Board
of Education has refused to lift a
ban prohibiting state colleges from
using nonscheduled charter airlines for student flights.
The ban was imposed Oct. 30,
1960, the day after a supplemental airlines plane crashed in Toledo,
Ohio, killing 16 members of California State Polytechnic College’s
football team and six others.

IlitAt
fantastic
IL., ,11/1,111 11th Made a reality of one 01
dreams. A Russian astronaut am. orbiting the earth in a use-ton *poen
atoll) early thia morning, stinks 101%. agency Tao.., ham announeed.
TIII first tttttt an to escape hits earttals bounds. Yuri ailagarin, is
:dile and in good phyakat and mental condition. asecordine to MO%ClaW.
’"h. flight ia proceedine normally. . . I am feeling all right." the
pioneer hpael. man as an., reported to have said as lw passed over south
America at 1:22. (EST) this morning.
TrOlfl reported that the man -carrying sputnik "Vostok." oils orbiting betsseen lift and 155 mitea abuse the earthfarther than man
has ever *strayed from his earthly environment.
The history making Raissaian announcement at la am. Moscow time
NO 97 dispelled conflicting reports of the fete width circulated late yesterday.

U.111

By Senator Thompson

’GAME OF CHANCE’

Off -Campus Speaker Restriction
Bill Introduced into Legislature
State Sen. Jack Thompson I ItEvergreen told the Spartan Daily
yesterday that he has introduced
a hill into the state legislature to
restrict appearances of off -campus speakers at colleges because
of letters by local citizens protesting the recent Anne Braden speech
at SJM.

’Love’ Book
Examined
In Review

BURTON
A 10 -student delegation from
SJS, this year representing Belgium, left San Jose today via
school bus to Oakland, where they
boaided a train late this afternoon on their way to the Iltla
session of the Model United Nations at Eugene, Ore.
The session, the responsibility of
the University of Oregon, will entertain over one thousand delegates from numerous western colleges and universities.
Boarding the train in Oakland.
SJS delegation chairman Sam
Obregon said. they expect to meet
other delegates from San Francisco College for Women. Dominican College, San Rafael; Oakland
city college; College of San Mateo,
and possibly the University of
California at Berrkeley.
The delegates expected to arrive in Eugene at about 5:50 ;a.m,
this morning, Obregon pointed out.
"We are all looking forward to
the trip," said Ohregon. "Since
we will be representing Belgium.
we plan on about two hours sleep
a night. Twenty-eight resolutions
concerning the Congo situation will
come up for debate, which we’ll
have to answer. That’s a pretty
grand indication of how lousy we’ll
be."
One of the chief objectives of
the SJS delegation at the Eugene
meet is to submit a bid for SJS
to hold the district MUN conclave on our campus in 1963.
"If SA’, are fortunate enough to
gel the bid, this will mean we will
need the cooperation of the entire
St udent laxly in planning anal conducting the sessions." Obregon
commented. The student version
of the world organization, if held
here, would cost around $25.1/00.
SJS Is the only school in the bay
area that has not sponsored a
WIN session, since its inception
at Stanford in 195th

Noted Catholic
Reform Leader
T o S peak Tonight

pi sac-sting 51111 printed ptiicArds,
because she had previously been
accused of having communist affiliations.
The measure, Thompson asserted. is "tailored specifically" to
apply to such episodes as the
Braden speech and the recent
speech of Frank Wilkinson at the
was I it ss I’ ’-ha 1..04
moiAecess
Tr1,,nn,s, 41
that he had little expectation for
passage success of has bill this
year
He stated that he wants the
measure referred to the state senate un-American activities committee. This would enable a study
to be made at possible controls
over college speakers, he said.
"I received letter’s protesting
the speech." Thompson declared.
"hut there was nothing I could do
to stop Mrs. Braden from speaking."
Thompson said that if a speaker
had to sign an affidavit it would
curb those speaking who want to
advocate the overthrow of t he
government."

"Love in the Western Wor:
a provocative criticism of west,
OPENS TONIGHTRehearsing for tonight’s opening of "Game lattitudes toward passionate
romantic love, will be revica
of Chance" are (I. to r.) director Edwin Dunning, assistant protoday by Frank J . Kearful
fessor of music, Brooke Shebley and Fred Scott. The performance
12:30 p.m. in rooms A and Li ot
begins 8:15 p.m., Concert Hall.
the faculty dining room of the
,: theSpartan cafeteria.
Novelist Denis de Rougemont’s Catholic Worker movement and
book, which was first published in publisher of the "Catholic Workwill speak on campus to1940, is a brilliant, yet contro- er.
versial, analysis of the origins and night under the sponsorship of
implications of love in the western , four student groups.
The avowed anti-Communi,
world.
dist r
willa
i-capitalisaspeakend
asvard.
The controversy over th.,
e
"Love in the Western World" antt
thr
Cat ho.
".SIthough liberals and conscrva-. has little in common with the. "Pacifism
hindered exercise of the traditional freedoms is. the restrictions tives value freedom to the same , studies of Ellis, alead, Kinsey or Worker" at 7;30 p.m. in E118...
cording to Ben Ziataroff. edt:
on those freedoms required bY degree, liberals unwittingly jeo- Reik, according to Kearful.
national security will be explored pardize freedom by disregarding
"Many readers react negatively . tion chairman of TASC, one
from the conversative’s viewpoint ’ the realities of human and eco- r as
Rougemont, however, few ’ the sponsoring groups.
Zlataroff said Miss Day -as .
today in a lecture in Morris Dailey .nomic relationships." he said re- do not react." he added.
auditorium at 11:30 a.m.
cently.
Kearful, senior English major, I probably be one of the most out-1
roll
ecn
ah
the
brought
to C
speakers
standing
The lecture, entitled "The ConJaokson has served as member will begin graduate work at liar- ,
troversy Over Freedom," will be of the board of directors of the Vil I’d university. He was recently , campus this semester.
Following the appointment of
given by Robert Jackson. western San Francisco advertising club, awarded a $2000 grant from the i Newman club. Wesley founds,Buell G. Gallegher as the first
and
Roger
committee
tion
program
region public relations director for the Bat; Area chapter of t h
- state
Fellow.’
Woodmw Wilson National
rol ecnof
ahcs’ainrofilaC
Williams fellowship social action
General Electric company. Jack- Public Relations society, and the ship foundation.
Wahlquist
John
T.
Pres.
colleges.
of
son is a noted civic leader and Public Relations Roland Table of
Students and faculty are invited committee are also sponsors
issued the following statement to
Miss Day’s appeal/ince.
winner of a Freedoms Foundation San Francisco.
to the weekly hook discussions.
the Spartan Daily:
"The California state college
system is fortunate indeed to obtain the services of Dr. Buell G.
1Gallegher as the new chancellor.
He is a man of stature, experience
and integrity. I regard him as
ASH Pies. Pat McClenah.an will one of the finest speakers in the
report to the Student Council to- profession.
ahoy on the proposed college un"My limited contacts with him
ion, which had its plans approved have been most pleasurable. I wel. Monday by a special consultant. come him and pledge my full Also on the agenda for the hearted support and allegiance.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and ed that "after extensive studies. all, Besides Obregon, Dick Quiglc.v.
ASH Pres. Pat McClenahan both parties have agreed that we can, Sharon Holly, Joe Stroud. Sue t council, which meets in the College
"Under his leadership I feel the
have written letters of recommen- provide the necessary facilities to Montgomery. Ginger Lanin. George I Union, 315 S. 9th nit,, at 2:10 p.m., California state colleges will take
dation and invitation to the MUN host this important conference. Maalouf, Doug Johnston. Fred is a report on the parking situa- their proper place in the sun.
’1
which Obregon will submit at . . . please accept this as an offi- Carlsson and Kaaren Haynes will tion by sophomore representative Many of them are destined to beJeff Davis.
eial invitation to host the 13th
Eugene.
come extremely large institutions
represent SJS as the Belgian deleAdditionally, Carolyn Hayes.. and all have a peculiar function
"I endorse the invitation of the session of the MUN at Sian Jose gates.
service committee to perform under the California
community
State
College."
Associated Student Bodv iand ;asStan Stevens. also a member of chairman, will make a progress
Keynote speaker at the plenary
Master Plan for Higher Educasure the MUN of a hospitable rethe delegation, left early yesterday report on the Jefferson Poland , tion."
session
of
the
General
Assembly
ception at San Jose State in 1963."
presivice
Gcrevas,
and
Ron
fund
President Wahlquist’s letter said of the MUN will be lOr. Frederick afternoon to attend an Alumni ban- dent of the Council, will report
in part.
Boland. president of the United quet, which is held every year for a meeting of the California St., ASB President MeClenahan st at - Nations General Assembly.
previous MUN officers,
College Student President assn

Controversy on Freedom
Discussed by P.R. Executive

Dr. Wahlquist
raises ew

,

Ten SJS Students Attend Model
U.N. Session in Eugene, Ore.
,

The bill introduced Molidas
would require the signing of an
!affidavit that a speaker’s appearance at a college would not involve’
commission of any crime, includl-!
ing violation of the criminal syndicalism act against conspiracy to’
overthrow the government.
Senator Thompson said that
some of the "protests" came from
sIS students, but most of them
were sent by local San Jose residents.
PROTEST MARCHERS
I Mrs. Braden’s speech on south ern integration caused a controVPI’SV
011
campus, with students

Council To Hear
Report on Union

Blood Drive Nets
Almost 150 Pints
"User 188 donors aegistered b,
give their blood to the semi-atotwat blood drive. just sliding over
last semester’s record." announoed
Jim NVilson. co-chairman of the
chase. yesterday afternoon.
Wilson stated that out of the
188 donations. 118 pints of blood
were obtained, lie explained that
,iver one-fifth of the donors were
rejected because of a IOW iron
blood content.

Desegregationist
Fund Booth Opens

Students may donate to the Jetterson Poland fund in a booth in
front of the bookstore tomorrow,
announced Carolyn Hayes. chairman of the community service
committee which is sponsoring the
drive.
Also, donat 1011 cans will he
placed in l000kstore and cafeteria
*tomorrow and Friday.
So far $35 has been collected.
It will take about $118 to finance
Poland’s bus trip to a Florida
tail and back. Miss Hayes pointed

world wire

TEN STUDENTS leave today for Eugene, Ore.,
where they will represent Belgium in the 11th
session of the Model United Nations. They will

also submit a bid to have the district MUN
conclave at SJS in 1963.

I
\ it I II si
5,,5
WASHINGTON
a UPI
astronaut will be
launched into space within the next few weeks if all goes well, an
official said yesterday.
Hugh L. Dryden, deputy director of the National Aeronautics
and Space administration, also warned "that a very critical period
is upon us. I consider the total power represented by the growing
Soviet aerospace strength to be perhaps the greatest threat in the
history of this count ry
Sit Tisitl rim IA
a
SACRAMENTo
A it
t.x Atty. Gen. Stanley
alosk renewing credentials 01 Iwo teachers %s hit refused to answer
questions before the house committee on un-American activitiea
attacked yesterday by Assemblyman Bruce F. Allen, all -Los Gatosl,
who said the ruling "is a major victory for the Communists and . . .
it will now be easier tor them to get into school systems."
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

A Dusty Remembrance?

Urges SJS Treat
Women as Adults

Fiat is cla-tttttt ent? What does it do? Why have it?
these questions, presently confronting students, concern a dying
integral part of his institution. No one seems to cure enough
to give a passio;1 lance to the problem of weak class government.
Are class governments really effective? Do they unite the
various class members and select from them good, effective
leaders? The .slidit turnout of students at class elections seems
to answer the que-tions. Not only is the turnout poor, but it is
disgusting.. The interest shown by the students for their leaders
is alum,’ nil. AN II have any such vestige of government if the
people ate
it? Effective leaders may be chosen by the
’Maori’’, hut the minority are the only ones who vote. The active
minority are the only ones who seem to care.
Class-sponsored social functions have lost their meaning.
They now seem only to represent tradition. Fraternities. sororities, residenee groups and the untold number of campus organizations has,. taken irk er the social life of the student. Social
I unction. and cont..t. still remain. but should they? Should
Iil retain the functions they have left, in
the class goser
ss it Ii other groups?
vie% of OW COM pt -I it
A ith a lack of interest and student apathy, how long will the
class government last? An answer may. be in the offing. Recentthat may
ly a protlram 5,, as instigated by the soffit ttttt re
help sok, he problems. This program is the Interilass Council.
a hods
will study the sarious class problems and try to
in at’ lit me-rentin class government among the students.
by various campus groupsboth political
11.’114,111w’
and nooloditicalhave placed many a candidate into class of.
rice. These rakes often are used as stepping stones to ASB positions. A ith the number of candidates and %silent dwindling at
each elect’ , however. the manipulation will not he neees-ars.
An interested candidate will mils lens t- to fill out a petit no,
for a certain office and his chance of receiving it will be good.
If the Inter-class Council does not succeed, then class government will be pushed to the hack of the shelf with the rest of
.
F,-11,111hr
the

Campus Beauty Salon
27.5.A E. San Ferr,andc. between 6th and 7th Sts.
from State ColIece Ad- r:ttraticm 13k1o..

CY 3-1186
COMPLETE
PERMANENTS

Grand Opening Specials!
Permanent waves complete, $5.00.

Free

haircut with every shampoo and set. Hair

$500

tinting, including shampoo and set, $7.50.
Open Thursday and Friday evenings ’til 9.

Preferred by all active men who seek
a dependable self-winding watch

OMEGA

FROM

Jetveter3

IN SAN JOSE

S71.50

’Beauty and the Beast’
Starts Run Tomorrow
-Beauty and the Beast," a
play for children by Nora MacAlvay, will be presented tomorrow through Saturday, April 15
by the Speech and Drama department in Studio Theater.
The story concerns a young
prince about to be crowned
iing (II. Donald Funk), who is
turned into a beast by a crafty
magician (portrayed by Robert
Browning). The spell can only
be broken if the prince can claim
a queen by midnight of his
coronation eve.
CAST
Lane Hecker plays Beauty,
the young maiden who helps the
prince attain his crown; Cecelia Winokur is the queen
mother, and Sonde Lewis, the
magician’s daughter.
Others in the cast are Kate
Wintersteen, Sandra Emery, and
Delray Franks.
Designed primarily tor children of the community, the production is being co-directed by

John it. Kerr, associate professor of drama, and Peter Nyberg,
drama student.
SCHEDULES
Matinees will be held tomorrow and Friday at 4 p.m. in Studio Theater. The play will also
be presented April 15 at 10:30
a.m. and again at 2 p.m. There
will be no evening performance.
Tickets are now on sale at
the College Theater box office
at Fifth and E. San Fernando
sts. from 1-5 p.m. daily. Phone
number is CY 4-6414. Admission
is 50 cents.

Library Concert I
Records scheduled from noon
Its 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study mom:
Beethoven: Symphony No.
1.
Ravel: Concerto for the left
hand.

91 South First St., Downtown
307 Town & Country Village

Officers for the Mary George
co-op. SJS’s only recognized
women’s co-op living center are:
Rosie Riso, president; Maryellen Smith, vice president; Rosite Cantons, secretary; Toni
Roscamp, business manager; Judie Grieshaber, food manager;
Carol Grieshaber. social chairman; Elsie Santos, publicity
chairman; and Maria Trevino,
standants chairman.

EDITOR --- TASC is in the
process of drafting its platform.
The following planks on state,
national, and international affairs have been suggested. As
TASC co-ordinator for national
and international affairs, I invite the advice and criticism of
my fellow students on these proposals:
"TASC believes that the major questions facing the state,
the nation, and the world community should be discussed at a
college; and that appropriate
action should be taken through
the student government. In line
with this concern, TASC feels
that the ASB should present debates, symposiums, forums, etc.,
on state, national, and international issues.
After full discussion of an
issue, a referendum might be
held, the results of which would
be presented to NSA. the press,
and other concerned groups.
"Since the National Student
assn. is the group through which
the ASS can be most effective
on a national level. TASC urges
the support of all students for
its stand that nuclear weapons

EDITOR - In last Friday’s
Spartan Daily I was quoted as
saying "students are more
afraid of their peers than of
the police. Why not give the
student police more jurisdic- ix
0
MAYFAIR CY 3-8405 :
tion?" I will stick by this state- ..t
iii
*
ment, but would like to septell; yc.,,
*
arate the two sentences for
*
1
WHERE
THE
BOYS
ARE :
clarification.
is
r
"Students are more afraid of 4sGO
NAKED IN THE WORLD:
their peers." Many would rather it
face a city court than the stu- I
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
*
dent judiciary--and President
CY 5-3410
Wahlquist.
Set,,
1,,,,,, rd
"Why not give the student poCRY TOMORROW and:
4i
lice more jurhallction?"- so that
IN THE WORLD*
they might stop any trouble *GO NAKED
with Gina LolLt
It
*
before it starts by keeping a
and PETE KELLY’S BLUES
close watch on "off-campus"
*
spots where students "congreTOWNE CY 7-3060
I:
gate," such as thing centers,
NEVER ON SUNDAY :
etc., to aid the San Jose police.
May I mention that the
DAY OF THE PAINTER
"tougher" attitude of the colCONQUEST OF THE
lege anti the extended jurisdicIZALCO
tion of the security police are
only two phases of a yet unfinEL RANCHO CY 4-2041 li
ished plan suggested by the
*
liaison committee. They are ceri THE MIGHTY CRUSADERS,
tainly not the whole solution.
:1
Cary EGrant
t Se". .1
Don Weed
HTaroand
LeD
ASH 13685
4,
GRASS IS GREENER
*
*
*
*
GAY CY 3-8405
:
100 Year-old Quote *
*
Apropos to Present 1 THE NUDIST’S STORY **
MATING TIME
*
EDITORThe following was i
with "Wee Geordie" Travers j
written in 1859, over 100 years
*
it
ago. Perhaps it is apropos to t SARATOGA UN
7-3026 :
the present.
"In a free country, human * The "French" CAN CAN *
speech must needs be free; and :
in the Follies Bergerie i
*
the state must listen to the
: an all-technicolor ,how i
rnaunderings of folly, and the *
o
screechings of its geese. and itc
"eat
-
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Can’t
Miss
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TASC Platform
Outlined Here

Student Clarifies
Previous Letter

the braying of its asses. as
as to the golden oracles well
of
wise and great men. The its
wise
and careful student will
ex.
tract the lessons of wisdom
the babblings of folly. He %di
hear what a man has to say un
any given subject, even if
the
speaker end only in
provirig
himself prince of fools.
Even a fool will sometimes
hit the mark. There is some
truth in all men who are no
compelled to suppress their
souls and speak other
men’i
thoughts. The finger men of
the
idiot may point to the rta-,1
highway. It is up to the init.
vidual to assess what he beast
temper it with his conscience
and knowledge, arid choose
his
own way."
NIelvin II. 91111, r
Associate Pr,,1,
Pollee Scl,,,,I

-1

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

Unit Elects Posts

AUTOMATIC

fn.
and Thurs.
Nights ’511 9

WITCHCRAFTRobert Browning as Renard, a crafty magician,
and Bonds Lewis as his daughter, Toni, are two of the principals
in "Beauty and the Beast." The Speech and Drama production
of the children’s play by Nora MacAlvay will be presented April
13-15 in Studio Theater. Reserved tickets are currently available
from 1-5 p.m. daily at the College Theater box office. Admission
is 50 cents.

1.1)Flint I urge that the officers of the Associated Women Students and other interested
students participate in the debate at the next TASC meeting
over adoption of the following
platform plank:
"Treat Students as Adults."
"We reject the thesis that college students are incapable of
managing their personal lives
and that the administration
must do so for them. No student
of any age should be forced to
live in college-approved housing.
TASC opposes the creation of a
police zone around the campus,
as advocated by the Women’s
Householders assn. The AWS
rules governing personal conduct should be revised to respect
the right of each woman student as an adult to determine
her own conduct."
Kathryn Larson
ASII A12708
Hazel Sultan
ASH A I 3 I fr:I

testing should be ceased immed lately.
"TASC feels that capital punishment should be abolished.
"TASC proposes that the ASB
attempt to arrange an exchange
of students on a one-year basis
with a university or college in
Cuba. TASC urges the re-establishment of diplomatic relations
with Cuba.
"TASC reaffirms its desire for
world peace under world law,
democracy in till nations, disarmament, self -determination,
freedom of travel, and technical
and economic assistance to underdeveloped countries.
Robert It. GUI
ASB 8970

"’{

V.t

Art et::Zitaion
l’ALL GAHNIER
IfellKtunte Buy Area
Artist
April 10 27,1

MILLER’S

COMPLETE STOCK OF
FRAMES
AND
ART SUPPLIES
COME IN AND BROWSE

Steak House
163 W. Santa Clara

Every Sunday We Specialize in
Complete Dinners

Roast Beef
Baked Ham

$1.55

Steak Dinners

$1.60

Turkey
Roast Lamb

Park "41
qaller9
and FRAME SHOP
332 SANTA CLARA
CY 3.1793

THE TAREYTON RING
MARKS THE REAL THING!

Here’s one filter cigarette that’s really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton’s Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filterto balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
Tareyton deliversand xay enjoythe best taste of the best
tobaccos.

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL inner filter

_

ALL)
ri .11 H.,

C;1111111"afilfairAitoawallir
Pure white outer filter

DIAL PAZZZITareyton

halted of .k.40...0014aeo-,(0,0010.

vor 0./40 ,0/0r. 6.

Thrust and Parry
Compliments Editorial
On Politeness Policy
I would like to CIIIII-

t.litTult
phment

the

Spartan

lin

Daily

printing Monday’s editorial. "Get
pulite Policy?" by J. T. and to’
give my enddrsement to the ideasl
presentivl therein. I have felt a
growing concern for the everwidening clensage between Muilentq. the public in general. and
police o(ficers. This represents as
clangerthis trend.
My purpose here is not to compliment the students involsed in
,reek’s distill-la:ince,. nor to

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Sasings up to $120 on automobile
eaurance are now common for
married men under 26 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age breast
are generally paying tocessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
’ We believe that a married man
e.th family responsibilities is
mare careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Damage
$5.000 and Medical $500 pays
year with most inabout $157
surance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
eboaat $80 less $16 dividend, or
a net of DA (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even en ’named men end women with
good driving records may save
(-we, 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 9.
1741 (day
site).

Artists’ Works Shown

reprimand the police for their
vonduct, but to present a plea for
inose serious, enlightened thinking
on the part of community leader.
and police Olficials taste aid thi,
problem. We must come to the
realization that methods vihich
are effectise and necessary in controlling crime are wholly inadequate when dealing with public.
disturbances. Ilishiry shows this to
be true, at least in democratic so -

a disciple to perpre .,ite hiv Loan
A retrospectise exhibition of
to de Carl Morris. contemporary Amer- fruit. bilt ,lie rmi.t seek
11, value of the
lean painter, is being presented
irinal student
in the Art Gallery, M27. and the fruit rat tlw
adjacent hall, through Friday. The i Similarly, the :irted mast find
esteri.on If
gallery is open to the public daily hie-ordt. mit :v.
hot as- :a foil ri-eovniti-io
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
inottir
The exhibit is tieing sneinsoreit
’Who
Ian
tISON
.-001ijeet tor :I relifitlfi
by the Ford foundation anal is eir
III1 impoi tont I0 ISIorrti
minted by the American Feder I- Pler
.th thy Mi.
"I ;on cincerried
lion of arts.
incideo
ArIVITIC. the earlier work. on nal- rat
with their appear Forms:I, tally it ut
sirs,:
are ’Roekbound
he said :it
Peed college
I19455; "Audition." 11945.’511 WO ani
19-17 I.
festiaal in 195.1
’NOS%

If the present trend toward
greater eleasage continues, the
future hchls time very grave law
enforcement problems for Amer.
ica.
Nate Meleen
,ASIT 12611

’A’hat (I00,. matter is the paint
on the eanva.-; .
the point itself
’,Put of
laid* f"’"’
of nine mural panel. .41
!I.."
""
’LI’. "a.
religions of the world, comm.,I
t"
skirled for the Hall of Religion otI. "an ’
the Oregon (7entennial Exposition.
heist in Portland, 1959. ’rhese will’
be permanently installed at the
University of Oregon.
"Each cans-as is a record of a
beretiifore unrevealed fact," said
Morris while diiscribing how NM
canvas for him leads to another
"In becoming, however. In,
. new canvas does not require rep etition, rather it suggests its own
. confinement and demands release
in the next work," he continued.

EDITOR
I trid that Ralph
Dunlap’s letter seas an tinfai,
criticism of my position. Rather
photo 10 /H0
CAROL BJORNSON, junior interior design mathan using sound reasoning and
jor, studies the American art work by Carl Morby the American Federation of arts. The art
, logic, he employed an ad homlnem
ris, a contemporary artist. The exhibition is spongallery, A127, is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
type of ridicule characteristic of
sored by the Ford foundation and is circulated
’ those uho attempt to destroy an
opponent’s position by attacking
him personally rather than the ally; this leads to idealism. Ai
becomes
sir
this
s
eidealism
mit0
11
P
position he is defending.
omits, especially when the mond
My position is, with all respect
injustice of humanity first hit.
to those who hold opposite views,
them. It is this vigorous idealist,
Bay Area Artists
to
pens
that the term "fanaticism" canVFhiCh Same like to refer to
not be applied validly to students
SJS-0- $1500 pilot $750 ionossing the seieetion of
fanaticism.Cin,pei.tion
here or anywhere.
1 think, therelore, it was folly art project is open to professional ha. entry and another $750 tollowThe concept liinaticism includes unjust ir, accuse I tie
h:Or1,11SIY and student artists throughoin the ing his completion of the art projtoe nodes of a lack of judgment idealistic st talent of fanaticism’
ect and its acceptance by the
and the maintenance of wild fa- which condemns at student of mil hay am.o, according to Leonard cianmittee.
natic notions. To condemn some- having sound judgment tliat he G. Stanley. sculpture competition
Entries will be judged June 2
one liar a lack of judgment pre- cannot possibly hase because of rhairman.
by
board composed of Ray
supposes the existence of judg- his youth and inexperience.
first draft of all entries Eaulkner, executive head of the
ment, or the required existence
twist he mounted on a 30 by 40 Department of Art and Architectalwaril L. Brim sling
of judgment in that person.
inch panel and will he accepted titre, Stanford university; Gordon
.6tajlt
Students, however, are not and
ni
gallery office Nlay 25. Voixls, director of the San Franeannot he expected to possess maor 27.
a cisco Art institute; Richard
ture judgment, for they have not
"NVe Scant
it as wide &nankin, professor of sculpture
yet had the experience upon which
ripen as possible," Professor Stan -1 al the University of California:
sound judgment rests. Moreover,
The Apaches will be the tens - ley commented, "so act’ 11:1e IPft and Dr. Herbert it. Sanders, prostudents are orientated ideologic I used C15ivrtilinmen1 in tonight’s the :Mist free to chaose between fessor of art at SJS.
The winning sculpture will lie
"Spring hewer" I o-ftec program. smile model, drawing, rendering or
The usual act i% it ies. saallcvl,aiil. ash:des-0.-r other form he feels permanently attached to the exterior wall of the art building.
ping pong and shuffletioat 1 and! 0,00111 be to his advantage."
In’!? of the patio entrance
I tr. winnwu Art 10 t ill 11.0.,
NISH tat’ included

t s culpture

1101Ss.
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Idealistic Students
Not Fanatical

Project

0

’a" a’ad"rj.I.
I he a ibrat
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and the teacher of art:
teacher filla.t finI
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L. HART & SON
SAN JOSE

Earn a suntan and college credits
this summer at the University of

HAWAII
44 Days$576
* Rcujnd tjp via scheduled jets

IJJ
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* Modern air-conditioned apartments r
* Parties for you and your date
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P
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Come in Mondays. Wednesdays or Thursdays
for our COLD WAVE SPECIAL

So cI e

6.95

c.erage.
,-0. 00- aibliged to mester %a lit) .0
al. s . I
The Thetas sang their %sunning
-1Ct11,010
1111101011 Pi to reMaieh Melodies songs lot’ thi
trieve their preailent.
Theta District Convention held in
ALPO.% TM’ OMEGA
Berkeley. The local chapter won
The fraternity tcichrated its the Phi Tray, which is presented
els-Jacinth year with as Founders to an outstanding erolln
Day hanquet al Sabena’s restaurant. Rick Sherman, alumnae president, addressed the group.

at MARY’S SALON OF STYLE
252 S. 2nd

CYpress 3-3051
Open Monday r,d
SPEC A.,,Z.NL=

Engagement Rings
Sparkle at SJS
Carolyn

,

Cottrell,

Chi

Omega

senior business and industrial man;moment major, Felton, wears an
engagement ring from Joel Suty,

senior industrial arts tnajor, Fon(*III OMEGA
tana.
The national sorority ticastirer.
W/tIt
finalist for the
Betrothed are Linda Moss, Chi
Sweetheart of Sigma (-Ili millesi Mrs. John II. Smith from Shaw-nee
Mission.
EarlS.,11011IntLy visited the Chnega senior sottial science major.
A Father-Daughter’s banquet is
rtxnard,
S.IS chapter.
and Wes Wadsworth. Sigaid for Sunday.
ma Alpha Epsilon junior indusKAPPA DELTA
,t1.PHA OMICRON PI
trial management major. Crescent
Initiates are: Judith Andrea’s. City,
Pat Smith is a Lambda (’hi Alpha Crescent Girl vandidate; Pam Sue Hertotti, Pat Locke, Sharon
June 20. 1962, has been set for
s10arrow is a contestant tor Theta Russell, Carol Sheet and Jo Ann’
Xi Blossom Girl, and Carolyn Jones Stewart. Anne Wilson received the the marriage of Heidi Bernd, junoutstanding pledge trophy.
ior physical education major, Deis a Queen of Hearts candidate.
Mich., to RU14,1 Simmons, junCHI OMEGA
ALPIIA PHI
lair civil engineering major at San
Approximately HO Chi Omegas
A dinner for alumni was given I neim state.
as-ill attend the State Day and
1110
1’0001111Y.
Patricia Evans, senior social
Elcusinian luncheon in the Slicr aIntliaies ate: Susan Burr, Marittars Palace hotel, San Fiancisco, lyn Butcher. Judith Conner. Jan.! enve major, Morgan Hill, is enthis Saturday. All California chap- ice Conner. Bonnie (’rocket, Mau.1 gaged to John Hall, senior phrter"
attend. Sunday. I he
men Devlin, Juily Harris, Deana osophy major at the Universit
will serve a eontinental break- Hollimon, Holly Hill, Peggy Kim- Santa Clara.
hist here for the other ehapters. ball,
Marcia
51cFerren,
Berit
Engaged
are chola
Ktistid,
Mathison, Diane Miller, Sue She!).
freshman social science thal.,1
sIONIA PIII EPSILON
:ord. Virginia Snyder, Pat Speetzen,.
Redwood City, and Douglas Duet,.
The kidnaping art four siwority
Colleen Sullivan. Penny Thorns,. junior electrical engineering titaijJ,:
I residents netted Sigma Phi FpAnn Vaughn and Gracie Wilson,
t Yale university,
ilon seienades by Delta Gamma,
Peg*: Kiniltall was honored as the
Alpha Phi, Kappa Kappa Gammas
outstanding pledge.
:ind Kappa Alpha Theta. The sereWyoming and non-resident
naders were itquired to i.;et the KAPP.% A1.1.11.% THETA
sportsmen purchased at recin11 art
residents
back.
Nanry Newman was awarded 311,696 hunting and fishing InI
Following 1110. sororities’ crir.- I he scholarship award for the se- censes in the slate in 1960.
s. SSISi

IGO, and Santa Clara

CY 2.0462

S.J.S. insignia on a lighter. . . Yours FREE with
purchase at . . .

Margaret Savilge. editor

New offieers are: Pete Nail.
seer’
president; Jim Sherman.
vice-president; Gary Christensen
treasurer; Larry Armstrong, keepThe phone numbers of Sigma Pi er of annals; Don Black, secretary;
are not listed. They ate CY 7- Carl Best. sentinel: Fred Yuerta,
9963 and c
3-2135. Their ail - usher; and Iten Lilian, house manager.
1111‘!;g is 4:I
Oh.

*ft%

Bouquets

A

PANTI-LEGS
THArS WHAT!

SIG51.6 1’1
Orchid Ball, the main (-arm id
Sigma Pi’s social year. stall 1.0 !KW
with the Berkeley chapter April
29. An Orchid Ball queen will he
chosen.
Officers arc: Phil (),r.k,
dent Mike Stemen. vice-preAttent;
lVes an McCoy, secirtat y; 11th l Neintrcastiter; Ruh Downrr, surgranteat-arrnst froug Cox, house
manager; Dii I Mr ant, itish chili’.
man; and Dyer Powell chairman.

it

Corsages

WHAT’S GOING ON. ON CAMPUS?

daft

Isi,.ij,

91ower
51(92

lad

ellargell1~11111k
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ARTIST’S ROLE
Thoo0.01 Morris thinks of ha,
,elt as at painter who only runt -la
spinally has done some ti ;whin,
he writes on the role of the al

Co-Rec

What’s going on girls in every
college in the country? PANTILEGS by GLEN RAVEN...the
fabulous new fashion that’s making girdles, garters and garter
belts old fashion! A canny cornbination of sheerest stretch stockings and non -transparent stretch
panty brief, PANTI-LEGS are
ecstatically comfortable with campus togs, date frocks, all your
’round-the-clock clothes especially the new culottes and under
slacks. No sag, wrinkle or bulge.
Lro-nrg wearing. Of sleek Enka
Nylon. Available in three shades
of beige plus black tint. Seamless
or with beams. Petite, Medium,
Medium Tall. Tall.
Seamless, $3.00. 2 for $5.90.
With seams (non-run), $2.60.
2 for $4.90.

011.V-1

NJPAIRT

ril 12, 19A1

Wednesil

ART EXHIBITION

-

r

The symbol that
appropriately means
forever in styles
that ruts the
gamut from
simplicity
to the
glamorous
Our collection
is unparalleled
in beauty and valise
with prices
So fit any
pocketbook.

*

4

fourt:

USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN
No interest or carrying charges

20 WALLET SIZE PRINTS
FOR:
------------------------------------------------

ALL) TOURS OF HAWAII
Berkeley 4 Calif.

L

Re9a1 Pot’ 9iInt citop
262 SO. MARKET ST., SAN JOSE

------------------------------------------------

W.

9SC 1E1.48 value)

MADE FROM YOUR FAVORITE PICTURE OR
NEGATIVE, ON DOUBLE WEIGHT MAT PAPER

LVAN

ewe t eri

N and JUNG
N

I

FIRST AND SAN FERNANDO IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
411 Parking 1 at 7 it krt., I alodatrd
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lb Fruit’ Blankets p rofessor AuFhors Magazine
Campus;Authorities
Discount Saucers Articles, Works on Two Books

Wednesday, April 12 1961

Spartan Field Called
One of Nation’s Worst

I sitI it sTKEY
Dr. Robert II. Wrxidward. asso- I An article relating the history I erature classes and the ads isershin
.1, ’inc
fallout, and
professor of English, is the of the San Jose Theatie guild is I of Reed, campus 10,1*11y 01;p!atine.
ciate
it is not a tare form of snowfall.
of articles in current issues featured in Performing Arts and
author
1The swirling cloud of small, pale
magazines. For him, how- "Jonathan Edwards as a Puritan
three
of
\I
it
!
This
September,
stated.
1,01
\
It
San Jose will
leaf-like objects that have blanketPoet" appears in Exercise Ex- ’Whitehall 1500’ Will
Spurt ,w
::.oning ground once again send representatives to
In the 1960 proposal, turned ed the campus for the past week ever, this is not unusual.
Because of his interest in all change. The last is the only story Be Shown
and home of one of the country’s Sacramento. As in the past, there ,I!iwn in January. 10 faults in the is the "elm fruit."
Tonight
will reI According to botany professors facets of American literature this for which Dr. Woodward
finest track teams, maintains a appears to be little chance of get- playing surtace were listed.
"Whitehall 1500," a film dealWoodward ceive any money.
national reputation in its own ting the approximate $100,000 it
Probably the most serious of Dr. Hubert Hart-is and Dr. Carl teaching fieldt, Dr.
ing with the history and function
BUSY WRITER
right-- that of tieing the tamest , will take to build the track and the 10 is the level of the playing Sharsmith, the elm fruit fall to sends out at least one article each
In answer to the question, of the American Medical assn.,
esoteric
by
printed
be
to
month
athletic facility of any university, bleachers.
surIt
is
lower
than
the
field.
the ground every year at this time
"Why?" the professor could only will tie shown at 7:30 tonight
Freshman coach Verne Wolfe rounding area and allows soil for a period of no longer than a magazines in the general English
college, junior college or almost
in
answer, "So that others may use the Health building lobby.
fields.
arts
language
and
the
onto
could
pay
to
drain
water
laden
claims
track
for
itself
week to 10 days.
any high school in the United
it an article) for whatever value
writing
a
is
also
Woodward
Dr.
The
film
is
being
sisinsiir,,d
and
sport
if
The
deon
directions.
another
level
from
all
perhaps
San
States.
AUTHORITIES UNSURE
it has."
textbook.
campus by the SJS Pte-meilieal
According to San Jose coach Jose had a stadium large enough posited soil has made the level
The two authorities were not novel and an English
His novel is placed in the Sierras! society. All students intelleiled
ARTICLES PRINTED
to
accommodate
of
the
track
uneven.
In
some
numbers.
large
in
sure if there were more of the
Bud Winter. 17 years at -VS and
bydo
with
to
and
has
The March issue of AMeelean in 1874,
attending are a elcome,
"Since we have no room for ex- places the elevation varies as much elm fruit falling this year than
an assistant on the 1960 Olympic
Sources draulic mining.
’Some
contains
to
Literature
Jim
Graham.
president,
pansion
isn’t
foot.
football
as
a
and
the
field
outcoaching staff. visiting teams,
in the years past. The debate was
"I am about half-way through
Among the other imperfections centered around whether or not for Harold Frederic’s ’The Damnaof-town fans and touting sport large enough to include it track.
Wood- the textbook.. . It doesn’t seen’
Dr.
Ware.’"
Theron
tion
of
the
only
answer
is
a
new
field
and
are:
hroken
curbing,
under-size
there were more this year or that
writers are appalled at the condias if it will ever get any further."
tions Spartan athletes and spec- apparently the state doesn’t want lanes, sub-standard straightaways they were all coming down at once, ward did reseal ch on the 19th -centhesis he smiled.
doctoral
his
writer
for
tury
to
surface.
give
and
a
worn
us
the
money,"
11’!dte;
tators endure every spring.
Dr. Harris indicated that the
All this writing activity is in
exact nature of the elm trees on and plans to do more work on him,
"We can put up with the track
addition to a full schedule of lit sabbatical
year.
next
his
during
Speaker:
Arab
Club
campus
is
not
known.
its
many
"We believe
itself because, despite
the elm trees here have some Engflaws, it is fast and has certrigl
lish
elm
in
them,"
he said. He addother advantages we rarely e!
Special Student Rates
ed that the elm is a member of
But the field house and the the
flowering
something
:
plant group.
called stands are
WIND CARRIES SEEDS
high school coach would put up
The elm fruit is so constructed
with," Winter staled when suras to permit the wind to carty it
veying his home grounds.
farther than if it merely dropped
Spartan field was built in 1926
ia.vr
Two professors have been added rnent anti will leach freshman lal!
Fully or with a little violence," he to the ground," Dr. Harris stated.
LINDA AM:Nil
and the stands were added in 1937
it) 011 1" H. IN
department for sections. Dr. Naylor said Loweli
to
the
Chemistry
predicted.
underbetter
"Americans
would
"Each
of
these
elm
fruits
Ro(wevelt’s
contain
pat
t
of
Presiilent
as a
"It is the hope of the Arab a seed, which of course have a the fall semester, according to Di. will pursue his M.S. in chemistry
WPA anti - depression program. stand the Arabs struggle for unity
.40
Since that time no permanent im- today by recalling American Ms- intelligentsia to develop demo- very small chance of germination," Benjamin Naylor, head of the while here.
Chemistry department.
tory," Dr. Mohammed Medhi, di - cratic ideals as are found in the he said.
provements have been added.
BUSINESS MACHINES
They are Dr. Lanny Replogle
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT
rector of the Arab Information recent constitutional amend-, Dr. Harris recalled that several
NEW FIELD HOUSE
It is illegal to use live fish a- ’
Tird & San Fernando
yeats ago, many San Jose resi- from Washington university in bait in any lake or stream it:
I
Next January, a new clubhouse Center in San Francisco, told a ments," Dr. yenhdi said.
It is these people, the intel- dents reported seeing what they Seattle and James R. Lowell jr.
will be built to replace the anti- small gathering at a meeting of
onamonPes.
quated. under-sized locker room the Arab-American Student assn. ligentsia in the UAR today, "who! believed to be flying saucers, but from University of California a
will open their mouths, and ac-.! turned out to he the elm fruit, Riverside.
now being used. Funds for the yesterday.
ROYAL
REMINGTON
CORONA UNDERWOOD
Dr. Replogle will start next
He said that the Arabs of today ’iv ely say what they desire," hel being blown sky-high by strong
new field house were approprias assistant professor of chemi
winds.
ated only after the present struc- cannot be compared with t he said
.1
try and will teach freshman ail..
lure was proven unfit for human Americans of today "but rather -lpetvrtteri
general chemistry. According ;
with the Americans of 200 years
use.
Dr. Naylor, he will also advi
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Equipment manager Pete Mc- ago."
graduate students on their the,’
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
This is true because during th.
Neill expresses the sentiments of
$1 8
an organic chemistry.
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
the entire coaching staff with one Renaissance the west learned
$18.00 rental applies to purchase pr
Dr. Naylor mentioned Dr. Revd.
simple statement: "It should have from the Arabs in medicine, asof any machine if you decide to bu,
gle has clone research studies
burned down 12 years ago when tronomy and other fields. The:
Est. 1900
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
the organic compound Azulene
the Arab world went into a dark
they found the termites"
!Fite Ray Connitf Orchestra and
Connill’s "Concert in Stereo" has spent a year doing
Post -M"
Cracks in the plumbing allow age. "Now since World War I she
Choi-Us will !ppear at the San Jose featured in the program has been toral work at Washington un.
foul odors to seep from the pipes ’ is experiencing another renaiscivic auditorium May 13 at 5:30 a sellout at each of his ptevious vetsity. According to Dr. Naylw
P,1
CYpress 3-635T
24 S. SECOND ST.
in numerous areas. When the wind sanace." he explained.
p.m., Deann Kinero, Social Af- performances. Miss Kinnear stated. Dr. Replogle was offered it N.
west
the
odors
the
MODERN
CIVILIZATION
from
blows
fairs chairman, has announced.
HITS SCHEDULED
ea
tional Science Foundation gran!
reach as far as the broad jump
"So, in the west there has beer.
The two-hour stage production
Hits from Conniff’s many record- for study abroad for the comb)
at
500 years of modern civilization
.
ings will be done. Such songs as year. But, Dr. Naylor said.
lil..NT A BI C) ( 1 1.
CROWDED CONDITION!:
while in the Arabian world there cording
stars in the United States. "Lullaby of Bitalland," " ’S Von’ turned it down to citne to us."
i’I.1 Stu lt
II E11.1
The building was constructed to has been only 40 to 50 years." Dr.
Purchasing dates for tickets will derful," "It’s the Talk of the
accommodate about 35-40 ath- Mehdi said.
Mr. Lowell will he a full tint,
lie announced shortly, according to Town," "Easy to Love" and selec** 3 -SPEED BICYCLES
’
letes: it is now used by 130. Theie
The United Arab Republic today
tions from "Oklahoma" will lie assistant in Lie Chemistry depart.
** SPECIAL GROUP RATES
are two toilets, both of which are talks of a desire to form a mor:.
heard.
made almost unusable because oil perfect union, just as the Amer!
Conniff has been called one
hot water pipes standing a foot I cans did in 1759. Dr. Mehdi stated
TEI.EVISION
the few commercially success:,.
in front of them.
Arab federalists want the 1
musical geniuses of our time.
guaranteed Seri i t I
The showers leak on the floor, I Arab states to he joined in
all 1:i CyCle.i
current concert tour is offeiI .
there are no weather condition- centralized system. Arab sectiorJOE’S TELEVISION
the numerous Conniff fans !I!!
ing facilities, the building is easily alists want each 51:: I,’
1435 Tile P
d
CY 3.075:,
chance to see the group in actioo 99 N. 10th St.
CY 7-3541
accessible to thieves and, accord- rate and indel
for
the
first
time.
Critics
have
ing to hammer thrower Ed Burke,
STATE
-lit I.
u. 1 ,,.11i,1 W.
tor. professor hailed the event as the "musical
it is impossible to walk anywhere
It is the large states a hich want I of psychology at Yale
university, event of the ’60’s."
in the room without picking-up a federation. The smaller ones do
will speak in 5142 tomorrow at
VOCALIST FEATURED
athletes foot.
not favor this action, he explained. 8 p.m. on, "Psychological
Studies
Folk singer Michael Wesley is
The field house is a disgrace The same story can he found in of
Thinking." The talk is spon- the featured vocalist. The 20-yearto the team it houses. But the our country’s struggle in the consored by the SJS Lecture com- 1)1d performer plays the unusual
field house is not really the major stitutional convention, he said.
mittee and the campus branch of bass ukelele which looks like a.
problem- this is the final year it
"In the United Arab Republic, Sigma Xi, psvehonomic society.
normal guitar.
will be in use.
federalism will come either peaceDr. Taylor has, for the past 10
Wesley is majoring in music at
sEATINI PRORLENI
yet:as, engaged in psychological Mt. San Antonio eollege. He would
The seating Medd iesi present lit’
research on thinking - prima] av like to be a concert pianist.
biggest problem. Of the 1200 seat Student
’elated to studies of human 1,1,1.novv being used at Spartan fiel,’
l ent solving and sevondarily, stud 900 do not provide an adequal,if, of deeision-making and c’reatIVI. Volleyball
view of the field for spectatorthinking
and of the remaining 300 only hal’
IC
Dr. Taylor will cite the more
are available to students. The re
important findings from one of
Team entry blanks for the MI!
are reserved for paying customer\
student his studies concerned with factors’ annual All - College Volleyigig
Thus the track team is
of ! group will perform in the Cafe related to the creativity of physical! tournament must he turned in lo
to make mone y and very few
from 1.30 1,, .eientists and engineers in a large the Recreation office, F0113, lo
San Jose’s 15.(5%) member student 17"Per4 tnrnm row
5 p.m. today. acentyling to Rose
2:30 in the snack lair of the raft’._ --catch laboratory.
laxly have the opportunity to seel
feria, arrorrling to Steve Frohling
Hernandez., publicity chairman.
theit track team.
big name entertainment chairman
Entry Wanks will be available
Head of the Physical Education
Along with folk songs, the tri,
right up until the deadline, ticdepartment Dr. Charles Nagel replays ballads, ealypso and blues
cording to Miss Hernandez.
ported that nothing less than a
Frohling said they have been to.
The tournament, which is being
new track stadium with a seating
get her five months and have persponsmed by Co-Rec, will be held
capacity of at least 6000 would
studPntq, dconwd in the Men’s gym April 19 and 20
’IV,
formed at such places as the Unisuit the needs of California’s fastcorn, Sticky Wicket, KPFA radio touslanding in their field will re- at 7 p.m.
est growing college.
station and Klaisa’s coffee house. ,eive a year’s free subscription
"Until we can get a new stadium
They will be in Revelries, a talent two na t ional geology publics t
BBD&O Executive
never draw large crowds.
WE‘ will
according to Dr. Robert Art,
program. Frohling added.
Neither students nor local track
Talks
on Ad Drive
The group includes Page Blown - assistant professor of geology.
fans will contend with the crowd- ton. bass
The students, brah geology maJhrneS BUITII, executive of Batguitar and singer; Cher.’
ed conditions, no matter how good
Korhanen. vocalist; and Todd jors, are Derrill Kerrick, a junior. ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne
the team." said Dr. Nagel.
and John Conomos, a serum.
will speak on "The 1961 Bure,
Cleave, banjo.
PAST ATTEMPTS
Dr. Arnal said both will receive metster Campaign.’ tonight at 7
Frohling said the Capers will be
years
SJS
past
three
For the
Poi
a weekly event and encourages a year’s free subscription to the in rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
has applied for a new field and all interested
They do if you use ’Vaseline’ Hair ’I
The advertising executive, spon
.,11 your Ih:.,t;
in participating to Journal of Paleontology and the
of
department
state
each time the
first! Most men use water with their hair tonic and
Journal of Sedimentary Petrology. sorer! by Alpha Delta Sigma, progo to Adm242 to sign up.
finance has refused to include the
He explained that this subscrip- fessional advertising fraternity,
’Vaseline’ Hair Tonic is special! y made to use with water.
?
grant in the fiscal budget.
O011.141.
tion is usually given to undergrad- will also show and nariate films
Water evaporates, dries out your hair. Alcohol and cream
mos WWI
d:,to students because of their in- of "the iillegie Man," aecording
Dr.
Martin
To
Speak
tonics evaporate, too. But ’Vaseline’ Hair Tonic won’t
"Spartan Salute"
!!st it !lie
field.
Bob Clark. ADS president.
evaporate. It’s 100’,; pure light grooming oil replaces
Alpha Tall Omega will be re, On Far East Trends
oil that water removes. And just a little does a lot!
Dr. Harold I. Martin, assistant
lured on the "Spartan Salute"
radio program tonight front 10 to professor of history, will addres
irp rlet’
11. Background information on the Sangha club tomorrow .
j
the fraternity and a radiophone fling at 7:30 on "Current Trend!
present
of
the tnem in the Far East."
interview with one
lo: v111
T!-:! group will mee! !r1
II

poreawkabwk....".%
RENT A

3 mos. 18

Ray Conniff in San Jose
For 2 -Hour Show May 73

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Lecture Group
Sponsors Specch
By Psychologist

Singers
Heard Tomorrow
In
afe Capers

Entry
Forms Due Today

Two Subscriptions
Prize for Students

do they fall for you head first?

JACOBS & FARBER PRESENT

snevos
WORLD’S GREATEST FLAMENCO GUITARIST

TUES., APRIL 25 at 8:30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Lokott $150 240, S40 (tee inc) I At be, otl.c CY 36257
Mail orders Enclose stamped. self addressed envelope
PROGRAM TO END BY 10.30

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
Dr. Margaret Mead

VASELINE HAIR TON,-,

"MARRIAGE, INDIVIDUALITY and CONFORMITY"
Thursday April 13, 1961
8:00 p.m.
general admission S1.00

and

1." I(

1(11

Tonic
Si ORE

For Vasil i rie Hair

1/ )01

111 11 01111 t, i001)

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt

Serviced 69

"IS AMERICA FACING WORLD LEADERSHIP"

MOORE & CLARK

Monday April 17, 1961

8:00 p.m

general admission $2.50
MIN’S GYMNASIUM, SJCC, 2100 MOORPARK AVE.
For Further Information colt CY 8-21111. Ext. 16
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Two Professors Added
To SJS Chemistry Staff

Arab Unity Struggle Similar
To U.S. Revolutionary Period

Here

SePlice Whele.4aler.4

.go&

Real

"BI
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Servicemen Meet Tracksters

military invasion in S a n
Jose State this weekend is in no
say related to the recent riots
sit student outbreaks. The Mating troops will locate themgelves at Spartan field, rather
than under the windows at Wendy
tiles. to participate in a track
meet against the Spartan varsity.
Tbe meet was cooked up byt
s.IS coach Bud Winter as a replacement for a tentatively scheduled encounter with Arizona and
Southern California which fell

Thf.

through.
The service teams are certainly not in the same class as the
tonnipotent Trojans, hut some
coed Individual performers are
current!) serving their term tinder I In io ‘4111/1.

ISELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
Real CLEAN Wash
.

1

"BEST WASH"

The athletic officer at

the

San

Francisco Presidio is one Donald
Bowden. Bowden, a product of
San Jose’s Lincoln high school,
was the first American to break
four minutes in the mile run, and
was an NCAA champion while at
the University of California.
Others who will trade their
boots for spikes are Jay Sylvester, Jack Egun, Tom Clark,
Dick Rocks, and Jim Bull, to
mention a Its

Sylvester and Egan, representing Fort Ord, will give San Jose’s
ample supply of discus throwers
some stern competition. Dan Studney finished second to Sylvester
a Utah state graduate, in setting
the school record in the event
earlier in the year.
Egan is one in a long line of
mat USC weightmen. That is as
iisie to the Trojans as San Jose
...ill come all day. Another south:ander is Ball, a former high
hoidler from UCLA now repre,ttiting Hamilton Air Force base.

liss I,

ord

ISin-Iss,

holder

M

the

s111001

the javellit,

rI-

re-

turns to meet thy first serious
ehallenger of the mark. Studney has been consistently around
the 230 mark, even when ailing,
and appears a good bet to put
his name at the top of the list
In this event, to go with his
ditteun murk.

Brash Bucs
still Acting
Like Champs

’DENTING THE DISH’

By FRANK CR./WM.10E
Someone had better tell the
Pittsburgh Pirates that the World
!Series is over.
Using the same ninth inning dramatics that they killed the Yankees with, the brush Buecos
spoiled the managerial debut of
Alvin Dark by scoring an 8-7
comeback win yesterday at Candlestick Park in the National
League opener against San Francisco’s stunned Giants.

Coach Winter will be Jockeying his men this week as the big
relay and n ir
I meets draw
near. The best way to determine
who will run what is to show up
at Spartan field around I 11.111.
On Saturday afternoon.

for a three -run limner that gave
the World Champions the nod.

Giants showed awesome
numbering two king-size
homers and three doubles among
their eight hits off four Pirate
hurlers, of which Elroy Face was
the winner. Willowy Willie MeCovey slammed a line-shot over
the right-center fence in the sixth.
and Orlando Cepeda followed suit
with a towering smash that deal e,’
The

power,

the 410 -ft. mark in straighttiv,
san Francisco scored twice in
the first on Felijw AlOWS
Mays’ walk, Mil 41%1 ’
St
double and Cepeda’s infield ’cut. They took a 3-0 adsantage in the third on successive doubles ity Harvey Buena
and Mays.
The Pirates rebounded against

Sam Jones, who had retired the
first nine men he faced, with three
tallies in the fourth.
Pittsburgh got two more in the
sixth and then with two down and
none on in the ninth staged their
theatrics on Dick Schofield’s double, Dick Stuart’s walk and Mr.
Viriton’s long clout.

Conquer the heights!
...with a Yager & Silva Total Tune-up

motors and will help to reduce gasoline

consumption. So don’t let a sluggish engine
you down when you could be enjoying
fop performance. Bring your car to Yager
& Silva where you’ll get immediate attention from experts!
slow

SJ Faces Indians,
Marines in Tennis

MORE WANTEDruns, that is. Dave Turnbull, shown here crossing the plate in San Jose
State’s recent victory over Pepperdine, and his
pitching associates have been providing the

Judo Tournament
Starts Friday at 7

PARKING

Student
Rates

45c -- up to 3 hrs.

75c

Frosh Nine Strong

San Jose State’s tennis te.,
faces a busy schedule this \seek
By ROGER KOSKELA
with three matches on the agenda.
The Spartans, with a 1961 record
The 1961 edition of the freshof 8-2, play Stanford today in man baseball team is turning out
Palo Alto.
to be the best that frosh coach
Stanford is one of the top squads ’ Bill Gustafson has ever had
in northern California. Best In- and their 8-2 record to date condian is Dick Ogden, ranked in the firms his opinion.
top five in the area.
Most recent of the frosh conTomorrow, Butch Krikorian’s :quests was a 13-1 massacre of
squad returns home for an en- the USF yearlings on Monday.
gagement with a Marine squad I The freshman squad has turned
with two Davis cup team mem- into one which is studded with
bers performing.
stars, and Monday’s game was no
Jackie Douglas a former play- exception. Outfielder Bob Daoust
er for today’s opponent. Stanpronounced dow) who is presentford, Is one of the 114.4.14 on the
ly leading the team in hitting
USMC unit. Also a top perwith an even .500 average cornformer is Jon Cranston. The pair
’
third baseman K en
bined with
rank No. 6 and No. DI in the Takahashi to lead the Spartans
country, respectIvidy. and are
to victory.
the third ranking doubles unit
Two pitchers have carried most
of the load so far. says Gustafson.
In the nation.
Other Marines are Stan Ellis. both of them turning in consistent
rated highly in southern Califor- performances. John Hartman. a
nia, and Al LeClaire, one of the lefthander who throws a blazing
best performers in the Mid-west. fastball, and Vic Molinaro, a
Cranston and Davis suffered one crafty curveball expert, have each
of their rare defeats last year completed their last three games
against San Jose State when Whit- and have given up a total of only
ney Reed and Bob Hill upset the 25 hits in the six games.
Because of the abundance of ’
talented servicemen.

a-

talent, Gustafson and his assist ant, Floyd Martin. have been ex_

find the best

SI cc I111 I
vii h tic-

is St
I het

first lo.e innings tor the Spartans. Ile was it,iliased Icy Hot, Maytoren., in the sixth, .lirti
,Ii,e1
sixth
k tei,.10/1, and
Da’.,’ Turnbull ninth,
Jud Shtilinan’s two-run triple
in the second lettne gie,e lite Tribe
the lead whieh it r11,. et’ I.elin,iaislied_ It seorrst twit, more in
each ccl the sixth and emditli ltil1111, IN
in the ninth.
’-tat’’
tallied iince in
the
eighth and tuna- in the ninth.
heti Williams singled Inane the
-ighi I. Ir.o.a.
singles Ic
!hong SI, t
and ts,,h Irina-mid and John tialvaies infield
roller %%Melt Lee Moench boated
produeed the Spartans’ ninth -inning stamps.
Merkienhum, fanned nine Spartans in leading the Indians to

to their second triumph of the searan over SJS.

combination.

Ac -

state’s record is now 9-13. The
now S pa r I a ns meet Cal Poly c
ionly the two pitchers are asstaed pal stadium Friday at 7 p.m.
cording

to Gustafson.

Pl en

of regular positions because "there
is someone right behind to fill in
if they don’t hustle."
The frosh play in a league with
Cal, Stanford and Santa Clara. In
their league debut against CM
they lost a heartbreaker. 3-0. &s pile a fine mound performance
by Molinaro in which he struck
out 10 Bears.

mg

Gym Meet
The varsity gymnastics team
still meet sacramente, state and
San Franeisci. ’.1 tie’ In the- 7%1,
at 7 p.m. The spat t
coached by Roy Disk. failed tO
score in the recent Ss."(
hmipionships.

Leap Sets Mark

Lubrinsky’s

High jumper
been given credit for a new school
high jump record of 6-10 1 8, for
his all-time best jump of Sat LIN

Gear is ill vet his name in the
hooks ;is the pole v.iult reeieal
holder, tilt hough Dick Kitnmell

day’s triangular meet at Stanford. and Jeff Chase have aki;
’rhe Glendale transfer’s mark above Kimmell’s old San JOS,’ best
breaks the existing SJS mark of of 14-8
6-10. jointly held by Etrol WilAnd Charlie Clark, whose name
hams and Vance If.trnes.
is beginning to monopolize t h e
zuhrinsky’s record is the fifth distatice records, battered his old
record book ihiinging mark of
two-mile mark with an 8.5!’, iace.
the season. Dennis Johnson. Dan
ran against the great 1..iech;
studney, Dick (it-air and Charlie ,Tahori.
Clark lime all bettered or tlisl
Another mark. Mickey MiraSpartan standards in 1961.
te’s 23.3 zenith lie the low
John3fin has put his name :dong
side that of Ray Norton by R%

hurdles. sins bested 11) trimhman Itahl,
hut the talequalling the school land world
ented hurdler’s 23.1 time is ill he
record of :09.3 in the I(X)-yard ret.figuited 1.111:4 as a freshman
dash.
record.
Studney eclipsed ’rum Daniels’
All other marks are up for -rah::
discus mark and is also threaten- and more will probably fall het, ire
rsu.
1
),
ing’ tilts
elo,t

All day

$10.00 per month
Frumunnitimminiminininnuninutuniummuinnimmunitimuniumuniiiiiii.

MEN.

We have the skill and equipment that are
necessary for a flawless job every time!

YAGER

Indian Win Stops SJS
Diamond Skein at Six

8-2 Record

25c 1st hour
-LE

Spartans with strong mound performances, but
coach Ed Sobczak would like to see a few more
of his charges touching home plate.

epi rts
4)’. Pr 150 top judo
from till areas of the outdo
Will he- on hand this Friday and
Italians halted Sidi
Saturday when San Jose state
.%
.
./1"12
six
hosts the Ninth annual A.Al
. ’.1.kletilast night
Judo Championship in Spartan
eity colburg, former San
(’Na..
, lege southpaw, throttled the SparRegional I.hampions of the
tans on eight hits for a 7-3 vii tory.
plus service title holders will
Five San Jose hurlers, wilder
be among those participating. c
than Fort 1.uudirtlaile at Easter
San Jose’s strong judo team, led
%seek. issued nine bases on balls
by coach 1 "sit I chltla, will haveand threw in a hit batter for
as dozen entries of its own.
good measure.
Action each evening be-gins at
Mecklenburg, was ;is tough with
’T p.isa and still run for approxithe bat as with the ball, smackirr.mately three hours. Each mathi
.wo singles and a double in
lit judo lasts ten minutes 4H!date appearanees.
k.,

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111C
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IIIPAMAN

Vandenburg Missile center
comes to town with a good threesome for the sprint races. Clovis
Wellington and Erett Oden (believe it or not) and Gary Schaaf
all have claim to an :09.8 clocking
in the 100-yard clash.
Vandenburg also has 49.1 quarBill Virdon, supposedly a nonter milers in Bobble Sutton and I entity against southpaws, stroked
Jas Foster, and a mile relay time I reliever Mike McCormick’s first
of 3:22.
pitch over the right field fence

Santa Cruz hills
holding you back?

If you can’t quite make the summit on your
way to Santa Cruz, a Yager & Silva tuneup is in order. It’s a sure cure for lethargic

Worineqrlast April 11 1961

.

UNITED AIR LIN I . Stewardesses have the opportunity to travel, visit beautiful cities and meet
interesting people. If you are attractive and personable, between 20 anti 26 years of age. single
and between 5’2" and 5’8" with weight proportionate to your height, YOU may qualify.
Upon assignment you’ll receive good pav and
generous expense allowances.

SILVA

MAGNETIC
ATTRACTION 1

’

BEACH SHIRT
’ it Cr tilfrlb,’,I$
tit riopos,te sett

Of

5.00
-4t CLOTH
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25 Years

20 Steps

Ss.rvinq

from the

Statv Students

Campus

Special interviews on Campus
April 13. Contact Collage Macomant
Sorriest for application and appointmoist.

r-

’:’GROZINS RAMS

\nis

CORNER 4TH & SAN FERNANDO

CY 5-8968

Lusa siur

UNITED
VALLEY FAIR

k

2501 STEVEN CREEK BLVD.

nsti

-SPARTAN

Kappa Alpha Mu Convention
To Be at DS Next Spring

KENNEDY REASSURES NATO CHIEFS

Wednesday. April ’12. 1961

Novelist Will Discuss
Censorship at Dinner
Robin White, Harper prize
Oki, will discuss his experiences
with censorship by book publishers at Theta Sigma Phi’s Matrix
Table Friday at the Chez Yvonne
restaurant in Mountain View at
7:30 p.m.
S.IS, Stanford university and
the Peninsula alumnae chapters
of the national journalism frateinity for women are sponsoring
the dinner, according to Mrs. Dolores F. Spurgeon, associate pro-

The 17th annual Kappa Alpha
Mu convention will be held in
San Jose next spring, announced
Ed Rapoport, president of the
honorary photo journalism fra-

fessor of journalism anti Theta
Sig adviser.
The Matrix Table Is the traditional annual celebration of the
organization on a national basis.
The banquet will be the three local
chapters’ first.
Tickets priced at S3.95 may he
obtained until Wednesday in Ow
mem

or

from

any

member

ot

Theta Sigma Phi.

It

tained
tickets

upon

pia-chase

’IC obof the

IBM Engineer
To Talk Tomorrow

Dr.
hing Tsao, a chemical engineer employed by IBM, will,
speak at a meeting of the SJS,
Society of Chemical Engineers tomorrow at 8 p.m. in E119. accordMg to Bill Homver, publicity
chairman.
His topic will be "The Use of
Electronic Computers in the Determination of Optimum Rocket
Fuel Composition."
urged all fishermen to he at the
Refreshments will be served aft wharf by 643 to process fishing
e-r Dr. Tsao’s talk. All interested
licenses and pick up necessary -alit-lents are invited.
equipment. "Promptness is essential." said Professor Kim.
Transportation will not he Pr’’"
’ iccre;1..
t’

!nsects’ Influence
Topic for Edwards

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50‘
FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
10TH & TULLY ROAD

ASDONUTS

TI \Di H-1

014 13cnut citcp

Planning Groups
Schedule Meeting

Spartaguide
SAM, dinner meeting,
City Hof brau. 6:30 p.m.

interested

t JACKSON

101/2 ft. class B runabout, 22 hp
,,r, ’1430 CY 1-9629. Bruce Brown.

Fine

quality

Rentals

Hawk,

1075

E.

Santa

dresses. skirts, bhuse:
ereeptionally qoad
at Sec. Appro size IT 4

WO.Tian itorliints
52 Olds. 2 dr 6 ,ew Iride
KA". sei .his aeok 5125
152 S. 9rh, Hi’.

4:5
Ai

4

I

1951) Corvette. 270 he. csnend P H
-1’ -^. CY 1 ,r./18
Bar for ’Al,

’

’ROO

CYpress 54388

and 20. 1961

l’ERVIEWS, CAREER INFORMATION AND REFRESH %!

to
V Attend the "Careers In Insurance Da.N.S’’ program ll’edo,
April 19, 1961.
..111 opportunity to learn more about employment possibilities with
major insurance firms.
V ROTH SALES AND NON,SALES 3/.1.1AGEMENT POS/110.VN
AILABLF.
Incestigate job opportunities with one of the largest and fastest growing businesses in the world.
I./ Insurance firms are seeking ’ining college educated people to wort,
and train in the following fields:

Alpha Phi Omega, meeting, Col !lege Union, 730 p.m.

in

obtaining

an

MA.’

degree at NYC.
Dr. Krusa is interested in talk-

E.

LAUNDRY. pot STUDENTS
if RVICE. free P.ci,P
^r. ses,ice, CY 4.2420--

Golden

\

Newman club. meeting. New man hall. 79 S. Fifth at.. 8:30 p.m.

business

administra-

tion majors. according to Charlii,

Per SeM

Stude.

241 7 Stevens Creek Rd.

Society of Chemical Engineers,’
meeting, speaker; Dr. Ching Tsao.
IBM chemical engineer. E119, 8
P.m
Phi
Theta,
Alpha
meeting.
speakei; Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler.
head of Graduate division. cafe feria room A. 5:30 p.m.
Student Nursing assn., meeting.
Hoover hall. 7,to p.m.
c, ,,,,,,,,
,
meeting,
I
1:30 p.m.

UNDERWRITING
HEID AGENT":
N1 AN AGE:NIP:VI.

TRAINEES
IA ST

(AM’

tonna

H 1INEES

\I) 1,11TAH1:11,TRAINI.:

17,101) opportunities for all majors

156

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE, ROOM 234. ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS.

SD225 to talk with SJS studentsH

CLASSIFIEDS

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hell, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Mon. & Thurs.

CY 5-4247

April I’)

El Circuit, Castellano, meeting
CH161. 730 p.m.

Roger Williant
ion oti .1

your stereo and Hi-Fi needs

"CAREERS IN INSURANCE DAYS"

Pre-afed society, movie, Heal’.
building lobby, 7:30 p.m.

alpha Gamma, meeting, C11161.
7:51(1 p.m.
.
spartan Chi, meet In,’. CH167.
; 7:30 p.m.

exclusively.

DIRTY

Garden

Completely equipped to fill all

’1i1 9 pro.

Your College Shopping
Guide at a Glance

TASC, meeting, CI1238, 7:30 p.n.

ing to students of all majors. not

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a lin* firs+ insertion
20c a lieu succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

456 E. San Salvador

Sociology club, meeting. spei.,,
er: Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, H., ;
sor of entomology, C11163.
p.111.

Retailing Professor
To Talk to Students

Open --

A & M Auto Repair

’Ittiaa

planning committees for the;
coming freshman -sophomore beach I
Party mixer will meet tomorrow
at 3:30 p.m. in Hoover hall lounge. I
announced Fred Krueger. fresh -I
man class publicity chairman,
Students are needed to staff ’
some of the committees that have!
vacancies, according to John Zoranovich, chairman of the planning committee,
Committees that have vacanciesi
lire publicity, financial, and plan -I
fling and organization committees.I

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS

GENERAL AUTO REPAlk
SPECIALTY
Powergiide
Hydiamnfic
Spcciel Student Rates

Dr. Ilan, E Is
’ii.
loom;
dation professor
Aoo3, 7:30 p.m.
New York university, will be on
campus tomorrow at 1.30 p.m. in.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR CHURCHES & PARTIES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
CY 4.5575

State employees using stateowned vehicles are reminded lb.
according to new state law, aft
July 1 they must carry evidence
showing they have completed an
approved driver training program.
To facilitate this requirement,
a two-hour course has been de-I
veloped for the faculty and staff
of SJS.
Two sections will be offered tomorrow at Morris Dailey auditorium. from Hi a.m. to 12 noon.
and from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Attendance at one of these sessions will qualify state employees
to receive a certificate authorizin, the ii
tate vehicle.
F

1. The

intiuence ot Insects upon Society" will he the topic
speech
for Di’. Gordon Edwards, professor
of entomology at SJS, at the
sociology club meeting tomorrow
at 3:30 in CH163, anounced Roger
Langton, club president.
"Did you know insects have
’hanged the course of history?
Did you know they make up 80
ilfr cent of life on earth? Or that
economically and socially insects:
Sire important to man? These’
questions will be discussed
answered in Dr. Edwards slier- ’
ord in; ; Lan.:

a

rwoPRES. JOHN F. KENNEDY in an address at a meeting of the
Military Chiefs of the North Atlantic Treaty organization countries at the State dept., promises to maintain forces in Europe
and to strengthen their capacity for conventional war. The two
seated in front row at right are: Earl Mountbatten of England,
chairman of the military committee (left) and Gen. Adolf Heusinger of the German army.

State Employees
Required To Take
Driver Program
I

Coed Reports Theft
$200 in C’otking

was reported Monday to San
police by SJS coed Gail El’.1411111,..
63 S. 5th St.
Miss Erasmus told pollee the
clothing was in a package sent
to her by her mother early ’hi,
month and was taken fwnn an
oport said.
JPITY Ashton, sophomore Eng- entrance hall where it was ttlocal
lish major. was also elected na- after being delivered.

Journalism and Advertising depai t-

Seasick Pills Stocked Up ;
SJS Fishing Outing Slated
for all administrative, faculty and!
non-academic staff members and
families for a deep-sea fishing
trip from Stagnaro’s wharf, Santa
Cruz, April 16. announced Kenneth Kim, assistant professor 0:
recreation.
Sign op deadline is April 12 at
p.m in the Student Affairs business .I(lice TH16. Professor Kim
said. Total cost for those without
a license, rod and reel is 57. and I
eist with these items is S4.50.I
There are no special rates for
children.
The boat leaves at 7 a.m. from
the wharf to return ahreit noon.
according to proiessor Kim. urn

ternity.
The SJS chapter was selected
to be the host school by the 73
delegates at the organization’s national convention held last week
at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.
This marks the first time that
fraternity
photo-journalism
the
has chosen to hold its national
convention on the west coast. Rap-

Ilona! she president of K.\
;
the annual conclave. Ashton
the
first member of KAM’s SP.;
ter to be elected to a national
of lice.

-

Wanted
lot WrDDING INVITATIONS. 12
,

Tour Shops as You
Turn Spartan Pages

Marshall.

associate

BLAST-OFF THAT PAYS OFF. Roy Woodle, Convair Flight
Engineer, supervises an Air Force Atlas Satellite Launch that
Will relay information from outer space to increase knowledge
Of the earth and aid weather forecasting and communica
tions This brilliant, young space engineer smokes Camels.
He says they’re the only cigarettes that give hint real satisfaction every time he lights up.
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NOTE InSer.6e.es are held in the
Placement Office, Adin234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are re.
quested to sign up early.Ed.
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25c First Insertion

To place an ed: Come in Student
Affairs Office, THI6, San Jose
State. (No phone orders) or. fill
20c Each Additinnal Line
out handy order blank and send
check or money order.
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